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Abstract
ResearchGate (RG) has emerged as one of the first private social networks for
researchers and developers. It adds many new features and activities to the normal
Online Social Networks (OSNs). One of these services is the question/answer
environment where users can share their queries and obtain answers. This service
is considered very important for expertise sharing in RG. In this work, the
question/answer platform of RG is studied. A web-crawler has been implemented
in order to harvest the questions, authors' information and answers from RG. In
this paper, the collected data has been utilized to generate a directed graph that
connects users according to their questions and answers. The constructed graph is
employed to extract some graph metrics, such as, node degree, centrality and
connectivity. The results analysis shows that, users in RG do not care about
sharing their expertise. In addition, it is observed that most of the nodes in the
graph are disconnected, which means that, most of the questions have no answers.
It is also observed that the number of triangles in the network graph is small
which means that the network is not highly connected. Paper must have abstract.
Keywords: ResearchGate (RG), Social Network Analysis (SNA), Graph
centrality, Question-answer platform
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I. Introduction
With millions of subscribers, online social networks (OSNs) developed to be
one of the most successful services on the Internet [1]. OSNs are general purpose
networks. They can be defined as entertainment networks. Others can define them
as forums. Others can use them to share its expertise, such as, photos, videos, files
and discussions. Now days, many massive OSNs are online, such as, Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn. However, the general purpose nature of these networks
made them un-confidential for research and development expertise sharing.
ResearchGate (RG) has emerged as one of the first private social networks for
researchers and developers. The registration process of RG requires a private
domain Email address. This property increases the credibility of RG. Besides, it
eliminates fake and anonymous accounts. RG was constructed to increase
collaboration between researchers all over the world. It was launched in 2008.
Nowadays, RG has more than three million registered researchers and developers
[2].
RG is a special type of OSNs. It adds many new features and activities to the
normal OSNs. First, it is private and constructed for scientist and researchers.
Second, it has a build-in forum, which allows researchers to upload question and
answers. Third, it allows developers and researchers to search for jobs. Fourth, it
maximizes the collaboration between researchers by sharing publications,
opinions and expertise. Finally, Blogs on users’ pages have vanished and replaced
with the question/answer forum.
In this work, the question/answer platform of RG has studied. To facilitate the
current work, a web-crawler to harvest the questions, authors, answers and their
writers have implemented. To this end, this information was utilized to generate a
directed graph for users. The link between the users or nodes starts from the
answerer and ends or points at the questioner. The generated graph has been
studied using social network analysis methods to extract node degree, centrality,
and connectivity of the graph.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes these paper
contributions. Section III provides a brief review of the literature that has been
completed in the area of social network analysis. Section IV presents related
graph theory. Section V, explain the proposed system model. Section VI
illustrates the experiment parameters and used data. Section VII shows extensive
results. Finally, section VIII concluded the paper.
II. Contributions
The main contribution in this paper is to answer to the following questions:
1) Is the question/answer platform popular in RG? To answer this question all
the questions, answers and the participated users in this platform were harvested
and compared with the total number of users in RG.
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2) What is the percentage of expertise sharing in RG? To answer this question,
the number of questions and answers in the harvested data were measured.
3) Are user’s selfishness? To answer this question, node degree and eccentricity
have been utilized.
4) Is the connectivity in this network high? To answer this question cluster
coefficient, centrality and triangles in the network were utilized.

III. Related Work
Studying real network as graphs inspired researchers over the years. They
heavily studied social, information, technological, and biological graphs [3].
These studies gain researchers more insights of how these networks may evolve
and how bugs, errors and diseases may separate. In [4], [5], it has been reported
that the World Wide Web (WWW) follows an exponential degree distribution with
more than 269 thousands nodes and around 1 and half million edges. This study
provided that the WWW is a small world graph. In [6], the author studied the
citation network as a directed-graph. The author computed node number and
vertexes. However, the cluster coefficient and degree correlation were not
computed. These results made it hard to predict node distribution in citation
network.
In the measurement works [7], [8], authors attempted to generate Internet graph
to study its properties. They have produced an undirected graph with 10 thousands
nodes and 31 thousands edges. A 0.035 global cluster coefficient value has been
computed. These values have been computed over the years again to show the
development of the Internet.
A third type of networks have been studied in [9], the author of this study
generated a software-classes directed-graph. With 1377 nodes and 2213 edges, the
author studied the properties of this small graph. The author reported a mean
node-node distance with 1.5 hops. In addition, global clustering coefficient and
degree correlation coefficient were computed. This study showed that software
classes don’t follow the small world phenomenon.
Furthermore, in the works of [10], [11], authors generated a small undirected
graph based on harvested data to simulate P2P network. A graph of 880 nodes and
1296 edges has been implemented and studied. Authors found that the average
shortest path in this graph is 4.2 hops and the global clustering coefficient is 0.012.
Unfortunately, their implemented graph was too small to mimic a swarm of P2P
networks.
In the work of Milgram [12], authors of the experiment have analyzed the
average path length for social networks of people in the United States. The result
of experiment showed that only 20 percent of the packages sent reached their
target, which means, average chain length of 6.5. The experiment was repeated at
more global scale (18 targets, 13 countries, 60K participants) by Dodds [13]. The
result of the experiment showed that 384 messages reaching their target, yielding
an average path length of 4.
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Finally, authors of [14], [15] attempted to study human’s neural networks as a
directed graph. They have constructed a directed graph with 307 neural and 2359
edges between them. Subsequently, they studied the properties of this graph. They
reported a global clustering coefficient of 0.18 and an average shortest path value
of 3.97. These values demonstrated that human’s neural network is a small
world graph.
In this work, the author attempted to construct a directed graph to study the
properties of question-answer environment of RG network. The aim is to analyze
this graph to study the properties of the question-answer environment and how it
is evolving. In recent years, question answering environments have been studied
for yahoo [16] and java forums [17]. In yahoo answers forum; authors analyzed
the forum categories and cluster them according to content characteristics and
patterns of interaction among the users, and they found that some users focus on
some specific topics, while others participate in different categories. They also
characterized the entropy of users’ interests. The conclusion of their work was to
predict, within a given category, whether a particular answer will be chosen as the
best answer by the asker. In java forums [17], authors investigated the structure
and algorithms in expertise networks in online communities. They tested a set of
network-based ranking algorithms, including PageRank and HITS, on the large
size social network in order to identify users with high expertise. They also
identified the rules for governing the question-answer dynamic in the network.
Their algorithms can be applied to evaluate not only Java forum, but also design
and implementation of online expertise-sharing communities.
However, these studies did not demonstrate how question-answering
environment is behaving or if they follow the small world phenomenon or not. In
our work we attempted to answer these quires.

IV. Related Graph Theory
In this section, some background of graph theoretical properties that have been
utilized in this study will be presented.
IV.1. Graph Types
There are two types of graphs: directed and undirected graphs. Directed graphs
edge is an ordered pair, and the ordered pair represents the direction of the edge
that links two vertices [18], [19]. In undirected graphs, there are no directions
associated with the edge, and so, the edge is unordered pair. Symmetric
relationships between objects can be represented by undirected graphs. In directed
graphs in-degree and out-degree of each node is not equal, while it is equal in
directed graphs. If the directed graph was represented in matrix, then the matrix
will not become a symmetric graph. But in undirected graphs the matrix will
always becomes a symmetric graph.
IV.2. Node Degree and Degree Distributions
Node degree is defined as the number of edges that connect the node to other
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nodes. In undirected graph each node has a degree. However, in directed graph
each node has in-degree and out-degree. In-degree is defined as the number of
edges end in the node and out-degree is defined as the number of edges start from
the node. In the other hand, degree distribution is the function that defines how
node degrees behave. Node degree can follow any distribution function. The most
famous node distribution function is the power-law function.
IV.3. Power-law Degree Distribution
A power-law is a functional relationship between two quantities, where one
quantity varies as a power of another [20].
IV.4. Transitivity or Clustering
Transitivity or clustering in social networks analysis means that, the friend of
your friend is likely also to be your friend, and therefore, a triangle is constructed
as shown in figure 1. So, if vertex A is connected to vertex B and vertex B to
vertex C, then there is a heightened probability that vertex A will also be
connected to vertex C. Clustering coefficient is divided into local and global
values.

Fig.1 An example for open and closed triplets.
IV.4.1. The Global Clustering Coefficient
The global clustering coefficient is based on triplets of nodes. A triplet is three
nodes that are connected by either two (open triplet) or three (closed triplet)
undirected ties or edges. A triangle consists of three closed triplets, one centered
on each of the nodes. The global clustering coefficient is the number of closed
triplets (or 3 x triangles) over the total number of triplets (both open and closed).
The measure of global clustering coefficient gives an indication of the clustering
in the whole network (global), and can be applied to both undirected and directed
networks (often called transitivity [21]. However, it cannot be applied to weighted
networks. Global clustering coefficient C can be computed as in equation (1).

𝐶=

1
𝑛

Ci

(1)

i

Where Ci is the local value proposed by Watts and Strongatz in [14]. Where a
(connected triple) means a single vertex with edges running to an unordered pair
of others.
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Also, C can be used to measure the fraction of triples that have their third edge
filled in to complete the triangle. In contrast, C is the mean probability that two
vertices that are network neighbors of the same other vertex will themselves is
neighbors (closed triplet). This notion helps us, in this paper, to assess the RG
users mutual interests.
IV.4.2. Local Clustering Coefficient
The main idea behind calculating the cluster coefficient of a node in a graph is
based on the numbers of triangles that a node participates in over the total number
of triangles that it can participate in. The local clustering coefficient is based on
ego network density or local density [22], [23], and [14]. Therefore, the outcome
ranges between 0 and 1. 0 if no ties exist between the neighbors and 1 if all
possible ties exist. This metric is used in this paper, in order to find the
connectivity strength for the RG community users, by finding the number of users
who are a member in a triangle in the graph. If this number is high, it means that
the users have a strong connectivity in their expertise. Otherwise, If this number is
not high, then it indicates that users do not have much mutual interests, as shown
in results section, section VII.
IV.5. Centrality
Graph centrality is the methods and algorithms that can be utilized to find the
core or central nodes of the graph. Many methods and algorithms have been
implemented to rank nodes in a graph. Eigenvector, closeness and betweenness
are the most common methods to calculate the centrality of nodes. In the
following section, four different methods will be presented. These metrics are
used in order to evaluate our constructed graph (which represents the RG activity),
as explained in section V, system model. For example, to find the number of users
that has major impact on RG users activity, e.g.; ask/answer questions. This will
be clear in Section VII, results.
IV.5.1. Betweenness and Closeness Centrality
Betweenness of a node is defined as total number of paths that flow through this
node. Closeness of a node is defined as the total number of shortest paths that flux
through the node [24]. Closeness is used in centrality estimation more than
betweenness since it is hard to compute all the paths that pass through a node.
IV.5.2. Eigenvector Centrality
Eigenvector centrality is a measure of the importance of a node in a network. It
assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network based on the principle that
connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in
question than equal connections to low-scoring nodes. Google's PageRank is a
variant of the Eigenvector centrality measure. Adjacency matrix can be used to
find eigenvector centrality [24].
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IV.5.3. Eccentricity
The distance between two vertices in a graph is the number of edges in a
shortest path connecting them (also called a graph geodesic). This is also known
as the geodesic distance. There may be more than one shortest path between two
vertices. If there is no path connecting the two vertices, i.e., if they belong to
different connected components, then conventionally the distance is defined as
infinite.
In the case of a directed graph the distance d(u,v) between two vertices u and v
is defined as the length of a shortest path from u to v consisting of arcs, provided
at least one such path exists. In contrast with the case of undirected graphs, d(u,v)
does not necessarily coincide with d(u,v), and it might be the case that one is
defined while the other is not.
The eccentricity ϵ (v) of a vertex v is the greatest geodesic distance between v
and any other vertex. It can be thought of as how far a node is from the node most
distant from it in the graph.
The radius r of a graph is the minimum eccentricity of any vertex, equation (2).
𝑟 = min 𝜖(𝑣)
𝑣∈𝑉

(2)

The diameter d of a graph is the maximum eccentricity of any vertex in the
graph. That is, d it is the greatest distance between any pair of vertices, equation
(3).
d = max 𝜖(𝑣)
𝑣𝜖𝑉

(3)

To find the diameter of a graph, first find the shortest path between each pair
of vertices. The greatest length of any of these paths is the diameter of the graph.

V. System Model
In this proposed model, graph is used in order to formulate the problem. In RG
system, there is a group of research users who are signed up into social network.
In this research community, users can ask/answer questions. Also, a user can ask
or answer multiple questions. A user is modeled as a node, and the question
answer is modeled as a directed edge, such that the edge incoming to the user
node who asked the question and the edge is outgoing from the user who
answered the question. Fig. 2 shows a simple example on how to construct the
graph for the RG activity. There are three users, U1, U2, and U3. Edge 1 (e1), and
edge 2 indicate that U1 answered two questions that asked by U2. Edge 3
indicates that U2 answered a question which is asked by U1. Also, U1 answered a
question asked by U3. Notice that U3 did not answer any question. U4 asked a
question and no one answered, also U4 did not answer any question.
Another example, for special case scenario, when there are some nodes in the
graph and no edges exist, this means that nobody answered questions.
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e3

U1

e2

U2

e1
e4

U3

U4

Fig.2 Simple example on the proposed model graph construction.

VI. Experiment
A crawler that collects questions and answers from RG platform was implemented.
The crawler harvested many information of each question, such that, the authors
name, the date of the question, number of answers and the name of answerers.
These data have been utilized to generate a directed graph that connects the
subscribers through question-answer platform. A connection occurs between a
node ‘A’ and a node ‘B’ if node A asked a question and node B answered the
question. The direction in this graph starts from the answerer to the questioner. A
total of 82,682 questions have been collected, and 506765 answers have been
harvested with an average of 6.1 answers for a question. 59579 subscribers asked
or answered at least one question. The constructed graph consisted of 59,579
nodes with 506,765 links (edges) between these nodes (users). The average node
degree (for outgoing edges) is 8.5. This number indicates the average number of
answered question by a user. Also, the average number of answers for a question
is 6.1 (from the collected data). There is a high variation between the number of
questions and the number of answers in the platform (The experiment was
conducted in Nov 2013). Table 1 shows a summary of the collected data.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE COLLECTED DATA

Number of questions
Number of Answers
Number of users
Average number of
questions
Average number of
answers for a question
Average number of
answers from a user

82682
506765
59579
1.387
6.1
8.5
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VII. Results
The results are divided into three main parts. The first part is node degree
distribution. The second part is the centrality study of the graph. The final part is
the connectivity study of this graph. These parts are as follows
Fig 3 shows the node degree distribution of the generated graph. It can be
observed that the node degree distribution follows a power law distribution. In
addition it can be observed that the highest node degree is approximately 300.
This number is small comparing with other graphs such as AS or IP graphs.

Fig3. The node degree distribution of the
generated graph

Fig5. The betweenness centrality values of the
nodes in the graph

Fig4. The in/out degree distribution of the
nodes

Fig6. Closeness Value distribution
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Fig7. The Eigenvector for the graph

Fig9. The local cluster coefficient of the nodes

Fig8. The eccentricity value of nodes in the graph

Fig10. The relation between nodes and the
number of triangles they construct with their
neighbors.

Fig4 shows the in/out degree distribution of the nodes. The out degree
represents the total number of answers that a user participated in the network. The
in-degree represented the total number of answers a user got for his questions.
This figure shows that the answer and the question degree distributions follow a
power law distribution as in the node degree distribution. This means that, only
few users participated with a massive number of questions or answers in the
network. On the other hand, the other user only shared a few questions or opinions.
Moreover it can be observed that the total number of questions shared in the
system from a user exceeds the number of answers or opinions shard from other
users. The slope of the answer curve descends faster than the slope of the question
slope.
Fig5 shows the betweenness centrality values of the nodes in the graph. It can
be observed that the number of nodes that have a betweenness value greater than 0
are approximately 20,000 nodes only. In addition, it can be observed that the slop
of the graph descending smoothly following a power-law for a proximately 11,000
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nodes. However, the slope after 11,000 descends very fast to values less than 1.
This figure shows that less than 11,000 users have significant impact on the
network. These nodes have high betweenness values. These nodes are only 13%
of the nodes in our graph. After crawling the data from the question-answer
environment, we attempted to study the geographical distribution of participant.
We utilized the names of the participants in the crawled data and generated a
seeding list to a second crawler. The second crawlers harvested the users’ pages
from RG. These pages contain a database of information of each user. From these
information, we filtered the name of institute or affiliation. We generated a new
seeding list with these names and searched Google for their web-site addresses.
From the received addresses, we utilized the name of countries that can be found
in the end of the URL address. Unfortunately, 27% of the total number of
participators in the question-answer environment did not include a well-know
name of an institute. We eliminated these users from our analysis. We observed
from the collected data the following. First, most of the participators (askers and
answerers) are from India (60% total). Second, Middle East users have a high
contribution in asking question and less contribution in answering (30% asking, 7%
answering). Third, American institute participated with the highest contribution
ratio in answering (28%). Finally, we noticed that users from Far East have the
lowest contribution ratio in question asking (2%) and in answering 1%.
Fig 6 shows the second centrality metric of our graph, closeness. It can be
observed from the figure that the closeness graph decreases continuously until it
reaches a discontinuous point. Subsequently, it falls to zero. These nodes are the
leaves of our graph. It can be noticed that the number of nodes with small
closeness value is small comparing with the other nodes.
Fig 7 shows the final eigenvector centrality metric in our study. As it can be
observed, this figure is a power-law distribution, and it is obviously noticed from
the three centrality metrics, few nodes have high centrality value. Results obtained
from Figures 5 and 6 indicate that only few RG users are highly active in asking
and answering questions.
Fig 8 shows the eccentricity value of nodes in the graph. As mentioned
eccentricity of a node is the longest path between it and other nodes.
This means that when eccentricity value is 0 the node has no links to other
nodes ‘disconnected’. These disconnected nodes are nodes that asked questions
and no one answered them. The number of these nodes is approximately 45,000.
Moreover, the highest eccentricity value in the graph is the diameter of the graph.
This means that the diameter of our graph is 24 (note that bigger diameter value is
better, since this indicates many users questions are answered. However, less
diameter value means more users questions are left with no answers). Finally, this
figure shows that the number of nodes that have short paths to all other nodes is
small ’10,000’ nodes. These nodes are the nodes that have significant effects in
the betweenness values.
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Fig 9 shows the local cluster coefficient of the nodes. It can be observed that
some nodes have a local cluster coefficient of 1. Which mean that all their
neighbors are neighbors. It also can observe that the values decrease in a smooth
way to reach 0.0001.
Fig 10 shows the relation between nodes and the number of triangles they
construct with their neighbors. It can be shown that only few nodes ‘less than 20’
participate in constructing more than 10 triangles with their neighbors. In addition
it can be noticed that only one node participated in larger than 40 triangles in the
graph. Moreover, only 400 nodes have participated in more than one triangle and
approximately 1000 nodes participated in the generation of one triangle.
These results show that the graph is lousy and it is not highly connected graph.
It can be observed that users participate in asking questions are more than users
answering. This fact may reflect selfishness in the question/answer platform.

VIII. Conclusions
With more than two million subscribers, RG network is one of the most popular
private social networks in the world. Researchers and developers can meet and
share their expertise in this network. RG provide many functionalities and
services for its subscribers. One of these services is the question/answer
environment where users can share their queries and obtain answers. We believe
that question/answer platform is the most important service to share expertise in
RG. In this work, the question/answer platform of RG is studied. A web-crawler
has been implemented in order to harvest the questions, authors’ information and
answers from RG. The collected data has been utilized to generate a directed
graph that connects users according to their questions and answers.

The results analysis shows that many users in RG do not care about sharing
their expertise by not answer questions. The number of users participated in the
question-answer platform is less than 85K comparing with 2 million subscribers,
which means that, the sharing percentage is low. In addition, it is shown that the
participants in this platform tend to ask more than answering. It is observed that
most of the nodes in the graph are disconnected, which means that most of the
questions have no answers. It also observed that the number of triangles in the
network graph is small, which means that the network is not highly connected,
such as AS and IP graphs. However, it is observed that a few number of users who
shared many answers obtained a high centrality value. Nevertheless, this number
is small comparing with the total number of users. Our recommendation is that,
RG should use a new method to stimulate the users to participate in the
question-answer environment.
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